The following pages feature a few of the favorite looks we have handcrafted to encourage you to dream of future possibilities for your wedding. Our premise is a day that is unique to you, showcasing looks that spanned the spectrum and illustrated the endless capabilities of our team to bring your dreams to life. So, we invite you to take a look and let your imagination run wild. When you are ready, we will be here waiting, ready to exceed your every expectation with originality, innovation, and complete customization tailored to you. After all, what is important to you is a priority for us.
Prepare to be inspired
NATURE OF LOVE

Creating the perfect mergings of beauty and eco essence, we started with a foundation of sustainability. All the elements of a wedding are represented through family-style wooden tables, with indigenous greenery running down the center and cascading down the side. The circular arch, representing unending love, is simplistic and natural in style, with pops of green and floral partially flanking one side. Scallop-ed dinnerware mimics the ambience of the ocean, and even the cake creates an understated raw elegance. While the details were small, working together, the effect was magnificent.
LUSH IN LOVE
STUNNINGLY SUSTAINABLE

Although not traditionally tied to weddings, eco-consciousness is a trend that is rapidly catching on. Rooted in sustainability, it allows us to minimize our footprint. The focus is on striving true to our ethics of responsible tourism while creating a positive impact for our couples. Which is why we have created Ever Green Weddings.

While weddings are notoriously wasteful, we are on a mission to prove that they don’t have to be. With a few small tweaks, we can identify a way to actually enhance our events in a way that aligns with our goal of preserving these beautiful destinations for all the couples of the future to enjoy. It means swapping banana leaves for beautiful wooden ones to eliminate the need for lending extra linens. It means upgrading the buffet style feast for a plated meal. Or sowing in-season blooms and indigenous provenance to elevate the look and feel of your festivities. And that’s the tip of the iceberg.

We are here to guide you on your journey towards a more sustainable event. From local sourcing and green floral arrangements, to sustainable menu options and packaging.

Our goal is to create the day of your dreams, regardless of what that looks like, we guide ourselves on starting with a sustainable foundation, and always looking for ways to minimize our footprint. If going green is something you are passionate about too, we are committed to and passionate about bringing your evergreen dream to life.

ELEMENTS OF A GREEN WEDDING

Eliminate or minimize the worst environmental offenders:
- Balloons & Confetti
- Plastic Flowers
- Paper Decorations
- Use fake wooden tables to limit washing of linens
- Consider a seafood or plant-based menu, as it reduces carbon emissions
- Plated menus create much less waste than buffet style meals
- Rental or alternative attire reduces use of non-sustainable materials
- Using locally sourced and in-season florals or simple greenery
- Non-paper options for table numbers and menu cards
- Gifting your guests something locally made
- Flower arrangements, china, and stemware eliminates the need for plastic options
- Choose a hotel that actively takes part in environmental conservation
BOHO CHIC

Imagine your day coming to life in the middle of the jungle. This bohemian inspired design perfectly blends dried pampas grass with the variegated greens of the lush tropical backdrop. Macrame chandeliers hang in stark contrast to the rich greenery, while the blush and white roses create a layer of softness and romanticism.
When a formal affair suits your fancy, the black, gold, and white is a timeless look that may evolve but never goes out of style.

We reimagined this concept to combine classic and contemporary. Through a black velvet cake table linen, over-sized padded chairs for the sweetheart table, and white flowers everywhere. Gold accents bring this look to life through chandeliers suspended over the tables, flatscreen, and the ceremony structure to offset the delicate flowers. Black and gold menus create pop to perfect harmonious contrast to the white plates and textured gold chargers. Everything about this look says luxury.
DESTINATION WEDDINGS
What to know before you go

The allure of a destination wedding is obvious. The option to choose any location that sets your soul on fire. Creating an indescribable experience for your guests. And the pictures. Oh, the incredible, breathtaking, make-everyone-you-know-shut-up kind of pictures. We get it.

However, destination weddings also come with their own set of expectations. Including what to pack. After all, this isn’t your typical trip, and it’s not always running back home to get what you forgot. Not to worry, we’ve compiled a few things to keep in mind to ensure a seamless experience.

Understand the Marriage Law: If you’re wanting to make this ceremony official, check the laws pertaining to your particular destination. Every country may have specific regulations regarding a particular country and won’t recognize these ordinances. If you’re only tying a symbolic ceremony, you’re in the clear.

Know When to Arrive: Some countries require a “waiting period” before you can wed. Therefore, before you book, make sure you arrive in time in the case that it’s required.

Understand Guest Restrictions: When you’re planning an event with a group of guests, you usually have additional considerations. For instance, if Grandma is in a wheelchair, a location with steep hills, lots of stairs, and cliff views might not be ideal. And transportation options are something to think about too.

Rules of the Resort: Depending on where you stay, check about certain regulations. Are children allowed to attend, or is it adults only? Do they charge vendor fees if you bring your own photographer? What about guests staying at another property? How do they go about getting a day pass to partake in your day? It’s important not to set your rights on a place that just won’t work for everyone involved.

Check the Creditability Quotient: When it comes to weddings, many places take a “packaged approach” meaning you have only a few options to choose from. It’s important to find out how much creative liberty you have with them, as you are often restricted from stipulating too far from what’s already set. If unique authenticity is important to you on your big day make it a priority to work with a resort that prides itself on creative customization.

Don’t Destination Wedding Without:

Passports
Wedding Rings
Wedding Wear (Dress & Suit)
Wedding Day Suits
Wedding jewelry
Comfortable pair of slip-on shoes (for walking the resort for pictures)
Copies of Birth Certificates
Copies of vendor contact details
Plane tickets Itinerary
Credit Cards (Cash for tipping)
Guest Favors (if not doing a welcome basket there)
Copy of your invitation (for a photographer to capture)
Groom’s Book
Sun protection (as no one wants sunburns running their wedding walk)
Hair spray (to keep your hair looking up through the heat)
Camera (because the perfect smile is a must)
Luggage Tags
Beach Bag
Travel Sewing Kit (For the random seam rip)
Safety Pins (Just to be safe)
ART OF LOVE

Imagine your love on display like a piece of art in a gallery. Only this museum overlooks the ocean and the art is alive. The pinks and whites of the florals mimic the vibrant canvas that was their ceremony backdrop. White chairs lined the aisle to create that clean, modern vibe. The ceremony arch was repurposed for the reception, where rose shaped napkins, balls of white and blush florals at differing heights, and pale blue linens create cohesiveness to the ceremony. The gold details in the flowers, the vases, and dripping off the side of the cake gave this look an added boost of glamour.
When traditional and tropical combine, a stunning stage has been set. Pulling from the colors of the chapel’s stained glass detailing, we poured those highly-saturated hues throughout the chapel in the form of floral bundles lining the aisle, ribbon streaming from the bridal bouquet, and blooming joy delicately crevassing up one side of the stone arch at the entrance. The drama of this was amplified at the reception, where tall and short blooms vased lined long tables with airy broom Vanessa. Ambient lighting and a pixelated walkway across the pool made for an incredibly grand entrance, and the over-sized tiles on the walkway made pictures perfect.
The art of mixing events

When it comes to your destination “I do”, you’ve likely imagined every detail of your day, from getting ready with your girls, to the picturesque flowers you’ll carry down the aisle, down to dancing the night away with your nearest and dearest. And while the focal point of your trip is this event, what about all the days leading up to it? The last thing you want is for the building to be sterile.

After all, having friends and family spend the time and money to attend your destination wedding is a big ask. The biggest regret of couples hosting a traditional wedding is not getting nearly enough time to spend with each of their loved ones. The advantage of having a wedding away is having more time on your side. And this is the perfect time to make the most of those extra moments. This can be achieved through a Wedding Week.

The idea is to create a sequence of events that work together and build up to the big day, in a way that enhances both you and your guests’ experience. Imagine welcoming your guests to the resort with a bonfire beach party. Or treating your girls to a day at the spa while the guys tee off in a round of golf. Another day, you can book the entire group for an entire day of cultural immersion through a regional excursion. And let’s not forget all the fun you can have right on the resort, with an Entertainment Butler at your side to keep the momentum moving and ensure everyone is having the time of their life. And that’s just the tip of the iceberg.

Not only does it ensure that your guests won’t want to miss out on a moment, but it builds everyone in such a way over the course of these days, that when your wedding arrives, everyone feels like family. And that translates to an event none of you will ever forget.

Perhaps the best part is that when you book your Wedding Week through Iberostar, the entire process is seamless and stress-free. You simply customize your itinerary with your coordinator, based on what activities align best with you and your group. Then, they handle all the details and bring it to life. Meanwhile, you get all the credit for giving your guests an epic experience they’ll be talking about for years to come.

And the secret isn’t done stop there. To ensure it’s everything you want it to be and more, we’ve added to our offering everything from pop-up star camps to keep the kids entertained, welcome baskets as the perfect destination inspired wedding favor, and even event sponsorships. Now, if someone wants to host one of these days for your group, they have the option of giving you something experiential and memorable. After all, who really needs another basket on their registry?

We know you want to live the life of your life and create the best possible environment for your family and friends. It’s precisely why we designed Wedding Week. It’s our way of putting more time, love and laughter into your happily ever after.
TIE THE KNOT-ICAL

Picture deep blue linens cascading over long wooden tables. Then saturate the runner lined with sea glass chargers and spritz shells repurposed to bring that true ocean to table experience to life. And that’s only after you’ve said your vows over the top of the arbor surrounded by ocean views, and adorned with an unobtrusive mix of white drapery, florals and sweeping greenery. And unforgettable stitched menu circle and cake bring the nautical look full circle.
BOHO VIBES

The bohemian vibe is very much alive. Combined with a splash of sophistication, this look creates the perfect hybrid of urban elegance. A pampas grass semi-circular arch designates a unique yet simplistic ceremony spot while allowing the ocean views to flood into the photos. The tones of muted ocher and red wines are carried throughout the celebration, from the petals to the mini-poms on the name cards to the flowers tying up the side of the tiered cake. And a ukulele turned guest book adds the perfect amount of flair and photo opportunities.
COLOR FEST

When muted tones just will not do, you drench the sea of lush greenery with a full spectrum of bright color. Spliced palms lining the arch with color-blocked rows of butterfly chairs create an electric and eclectic vibe that is anything but ordinary. Carry that color through to a ceiling in the tents where you find an oversized table, an unencumbered floral runner that pops off the stark white linen, and each suit a different part of the palette. It’s impossible not to have a good time at this fête.
Undeniably a color scheme of black and white, this look infused hints of gold to enhance its elegance. A black sequin cloth covering the sweetheart table stood in stark contrast to the crisp white linens draped over the guest tables. They were purposefully placed all around the dance floor, creating an interactive focal point. White paper lanterns were string overhead, giving way to an unbelievable ambiance as day thrilled into night. And gold fire fountains sparked along the aisle, highlighting the couple as they danced in the middle. Gold flatware, a matte black cake, a framed art seating chart, and giant lit-up LOVE sign made the entire affair cohesive and enchanting.
DESTINATION WEDDING TRENDS

Although weddings seem like something that will always be certain, how they happen will naturally ebb and flow. To keep up with what is trending, we’ve compiled a list of some of the biggest concepts sweeping the destination wedding space.

Mixes Weddings: While large celebrations will never go out of style, more and more couples are opting for a boutique experience when it comes to their wedding. Keeping their nuptials intimate allows them to provide greater guest experience for everyone in attendance. They are able to simplify the personalization of the day, which is much harder to do on a large scale. And ultimately, it equates to more individualized time with those that matter the most.

Event Extensions: Making the most of your wedding has never been more important. Since you can only take your day so far, it’s no wonder more couples are choosing to extend their celebrations over multiple days as well. Memories (and photos) are the only thing you take with you at the end of it all, so it makes sense to maximize both through a series of events that lead up to the big day. Imagine heading through cultural excursions, volleyball on the beach, a night inspired luncheon, and a rehearsal dinner for the record books. When you think of it like this, it really is no-brainer.

Paparazzi: As mentioned previously, photos are the only things you have to show for your experience at the end of the day. So, a trend sweeping through the destination space is hiring your own personal paparazzi in the form of a photographer or videographer who tags along all the big (or small) events to capture couples living their best life. This allows couples to put away their own cameras and truly live in the moment, knowing someone else is there filming it all from incredible angles.

Epic Honeymoon: Honeymoons were never meant to be just another ordinary vacation. They used to symbolize the first married interlude for couples to have romantic time away as man and wife. Now, with the evolution of couples and their circumstances, the idea behind a honeymoon has evolved as well. Couples are seeking a customized experience. And an epic one at that. They want it to be new, immersed themselves in different cultures, and create authentic adventure.

Colorful Celebrations: It seems this year’s moodiness has given a desire for self-created vivacity in people’s lives, including their weddings. We’ve seen a trend towards colorful and bright looks, to inspire happiness and cheer throughout the celebration. People are leaning towards vibrant color schemes, especially around stress-inspired hues and shades of bright blues that mimic the serenity of the sea.

Sustainability: As eco-responsibility moves to the forefront, couples have become more conscious with their weddings. Their mission to prove that a green wedding can still be gorgeous creates a win-win for everyone, where they can feel good about starting their marriage on the minimal carbon footprint. With that, they’re choosing more earth-friendly environments that represent a pull toward nature and all it’s beautiful land and seascapes.

All-inclusive Weddings: Speaking of nature, ballroom events are taking a backseat to the feel of a stunning view. People are opting outside for fresh air, natural ambiance, and lush greenery that sets the stage for picture perfect moments. It certainly doesn’t hurt that this option also allows for more social distancing if that is important for the party.
SUGAR & CITRUS

The tropics seem to be synonymous with citrus and all things sweet. These vibrant colors against a palm tree backdrop are invigorating. And that is precisely why we created this inspiration. The hints of grapefruit coloring paired with sea-based blues, coconut cocktails, lounge-style seating, and citrus-inspired florals made a huge splash and a great first impression for everyone. This would also be a perfect setting for a welcome party or rehearsal dinner.
Consider the rich flavors and textures that come with a blend of Moroccan spices. That was the inspiration behind this look. Now imagine those deep burgundy and gold hues in contrast to the vibrant blues of the ocean backdrop. With wooden chairs and woven chandeliers to tie it all together, gold mercury, tapered candles, and scalloped-edge paper pieces are the small details that make a difference. The palm fronds draping the cocktail tables lend themselves to a welcoming eye-catching element. While the ribbons and macrame chair drops dance in the rug of the ocean breeze. This would also be a perfect setting for a welcome party or rehearsal dinner.
Our Romance Team is dedicated to delivering an unparalleled standard of service.

**If you dream it, we can design it.**

To create the day of your dreams contact us at romance@herestarr.com

*Please note, the image shown is for promotional purposes only. The selected venue quoted should not be considered as a recommendation or endorsement by the resort. Pricing and other details vary by destination and season. Please check with the resort's wedding sales executive regarding available options. Stationery invitations were used in conjunction with the look, but are not for sale on property.*